
Composition on Science In Everyday Life
Introduction:

Modern and civilized life is life on the lap of science. Science
extends its assisting hand in almost every step of our life. Science
accompanies us as an after going from dawn to dusk. So our Everyday
life is now totally blessed with the charismatic presence of science.

Science in Running Life:

Science has dramatically changed the lifestyle of a modern man. The
alarm of a clock or a mobile phone wakes them up at any hour he
wants. His personal and domestic works are also eased and blessed
with the strong presence of science. Scientific modern vehicles like
buses, cars, trams, etc can carry him to his school, college, or
office. The electric life takes him to the top floor of a multi-
storied building in the twinkling of any eyes without any manual
labor. The fastest means of travel has made the world a very small
place to live in. Besides, the computer, the greatest gift of the
science of the 20th century, helps us a lot. It has relieved man from
manual and mental labor to a great extent.

Science in Saving Life:

Man can easily get the benefit of modern drugs or surgery which are
the important gift of science. Medical science has now enabled man to
fight more confidently against fatal diseases. To speak the truth,
the recent method of treatment and ultra-modern scientific
instruments are now challenging the death of humans.

Science in refreshing life:
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Science has arranged many things to refresh our life. After a day’s
handwork in his working place or institution, he may feel bored. Then
he can easily enjoy a film in a cinema hall. Besides, he can enjoy
various types of entertainment programs round the clock.

Science in Communication:

Science has made the world a global village. Now it is very easy to
communicate with anyone in any corner of the globe in the twinkling
of an eye. Telephones, mobile phones, internet are the special gifts
of science in this field.

Conclusion:

Modern life cannot be thought of without the presence of science.
Science has shown and is still showing its charisma in every sphere
of our life. We cannot pass a single moment in the modern world
without the help of science.


